There has been substantial recent interest in aligning mentions of named entities in unstructured texts to knowledge base descriptors, a task commonly called entity linking. This technology is crucial for applications in knowledge discovery and text data mining. This paper presents experiments in the new problem of crosslanguage entity linking, where documents and named entities are in a different language than that used for the content of the reference knowledge base. We have created a new test collection to evaluate cross-language entity linking performance in twenty-one languages. We present experiments that examine issues such as: the importance of transliteration; the utility of cross-language information retrieval; and, the potential benefit of multilingual named entity recognition. Our best model achieves performance which is 94% of a strong monolingual baseline.
Introduction
Entity Linking involves aligning a textual mention of a named entity to the entry in a knowledge base (KB) that represents the mentioned entity, if it is present. The problem has two main complicating features: entities can be referred to using multiple name variants (e.g., aliases or misspellings); and several entities can share the same name (e.g., many people are named María Sánchez). Applications of entity linking include linking patient health records from separate hospitalizations, maintaining personal credit files, preventing identity crimes, and supporting law enforcement.
Starting in 2009 the NIST Text Analysis Conference (TAC) began conducting evaluations of technologies for knowledge base population (KBP). Systems addressing the entity linking subtask take as input a name string from a document and produce as output the knowledge base node, if any, corresponding to the mentioned entity. This capability is vital for knowledge discovery; without it, extracted information cannot be properly inserted in the correct KB node. We follow the TAC-KBP problem formulation and use its reference knowledge base, which was derived from a 2008 snapshot of English Wikipedia. In the present work our focus is on person entities. We seek to develop and evaluate technologies for matching foreign language names to the appropriate knowledge base descriptor (or kbid) in the English KB.
To support this research we created what we believe to be the first cross-language entity linking test collection. Our dataset includes twentyone languages in addition to English, and covers five writing systems. Compared to the problem of monolingual (English) entity linking, a solution to the cross-language variant requires both a method to match foreign names to their English equivalents, and a way to compare contextual features from the non-English source document with contextual information about known entities stored in the KB. Figure 1 illustrates the process.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work in entity linking and cross-language name matching. In Section 3 we present our approach to monolingual entity linking and describe the adaptations that are required to address the cross-language problem. Section 4 discusses the TAC-KBP evaluation and the construction of our test collection. Sections 5 and 6 present experiments exploring the effects of transliteration and cross-language content matching on the problem. Section 7 summarizes the main contributions of this work. entity wiki title="Tony Blair" type="PER" id="E0481157" name="Tony Blair" facts class="Infobox Prime Minister" fact name="honorific-prefix" The Right Honourable /fact fact name="name" Tony Blair /fact fact name="order" Prime Minister of the United Kingdom /fact fact name="monarch" link entity id="E0699345" Elizabeth II /link /fact fact name="predecessor" link entity id="E0614790" John Major /link /fact fact name="successor" link entity id="E0455080" Gordon Brown /link /fact fact name="birth date" 6 May 1953 6 May (1953 ) (age56) /fact fact name="spouse" link entity id="E0629105" Cherie Booth /link /fact fact name="children" Euan, Nicholas, Kathryn, Leo /fact fact name="alma mater" link St John's College, Oxford /link /fact fact name="profession" link entity id="E0701822" 
Related Work
Three types of named entity resolution are found in the literature: identity resolution, which matches structured or semi-structured entity descriptions, such as database records; coreference resolution, which clusters textual entity descriptions; and entity linking, which matches a textual description to a structured or semi-structured description. All three types of resolution have significant literature on monolingual processing; crosslanguage matching is less well studied.
Identity resolution and its closely related cousin record linkage grew out of the database community, which needs to determine when two database records represent the same entity. When matching records are found, identity resolution merges the two records, while record linkage simply notes the correspondence. Brizan and Tansel (2006) present a short overview of work in these fields. Typical approaches combine algorithmic matching of individual column values with hand-coded heuristics to combine the column scores and threshold the result.
Coreference resolution operates over text, determining when two entity mentions refer to the same entity. Approaches to within-document coreference resolution typically exploit syntactic, grammatical and discourse-level features, information that is not available when trying to resolve references across documents. Ng (2010) presents a comprehensive review of recent approaches to within-document coreference resolution. In contrast, cross-document coreference resolution typically assumes that within-document references have been resolved, and tries to place all such mention chains that refer to the same entity into a single cluster that represents that entity. Because the kinds of document-specific features that guide within-document coreference resolution are missing, research in cross-document coreference resolution tends to be more directly applicable to entity linking (which also lacks those features). The Web People Search Evaluation Workshop (Artiles et al., 2010) has been one of the recent drivers of research in cross-document coreference resolution, defining a clustering task that groups Web pages for multiple people bearing the same name.
Entity linking is a hybrid of the preceding two types of named entity resolution, matching a textual entity mention to a set of structured entity representations (usually called the knowledge base). Ji and Grishman (2011) present a good overview of the state of the art in monolingual entity linking, as practiced in the TAC evaluation. TAC data sets use a subset of Wikipedia entities for the knowledge base, manually curated query names, and ground truth identified by human assessors without pooling. Wikipedia has been another significant source of training and test data. Adafre and de Rijke (2005) explore automatically adding links between Wikipedia pages (albeit without focusing specifically on named entities). Bunescu and Pasca (2006) trained an SVM to predict whether a query entity matches a Wikipedia page by using hyperlinks within Wikipedia itself as the source of training and test data. Cucerzan (2007) studied identifying entity mentions in text and mapping them to Wikipedia articles. Mihalcea and Csomai (2007) and Milne and Witten (2008) each attempt to identify and properly induce hyperlinks for informative terms in Wikipedia articles (again without specific focus on named entities). Cross-language entity linking has not yet been widely explored. TAC 1 and NTCIR. 2 have both for the first time announced plans for shared tasks for cross-language entity linking. Steinberger and Pouliquen (2007) describe a system that uses multilingual named entity recognition and crosslanguage name matching to automatically analyze tens of thousands of news stories daily; however, they do not conduct a formal evaluation of their name merging algorithm.
Contributing to each of these three kinds of named entity resolution are two essential underlying technologies: name matching and context matching. In name matching we ask the question, "Do two different strings represent the same name?" For example, we might like to know whether "Gadhafi" and "Khadafy" are two spellings of the same name. When used as a feature for machine learning, we ask the related question, "How similar are two name strings?"
Cross-language name matching is closely related to name transliteration. Indeed, transliterating a name to the language of the knowledge base, then performing monolingual name matching in that language, is a reasonable approach to crosslanguage name matching. Name transliteration has an extensive literature; Karimi et al. (2011) present a comprehensive survey of the topic.
Name matching does not demand transliteration though; transliteration is a generative process, and name matching requires only that a known name pair be given a score representing the degree of match. Snae (2007) presents a survey of popular name matching algorithms from the record linkage perspective. Monolingually, Levenshtein distance (1966) and its variants are used for basic string matching in many contexts. Cross-language approaches typically combine cross-language mappings of some sort with edit distance metrics. For example, Mani et al. (2008) demonstrate a machine learning approach to the problem.
The second crucial underlying technology is context matching. Monolingually, context matching can match on many contextual attributes, including words, entities, topics, or graph structures. Context matching in the translingual setting is closely related to cross-language information retrieval (CLIR); both tasks attempt to estimate the degree of similarity between texts written 3 Cross-Language Entity Linking Our approach to entity linking breaks the problem down into two main parts: candidate identification and candidate ranking. Candidate identification quickly identifies a small set of KB nodes that with high probability contain the correct answer, if it is present. Candidate ranking then considers each candidate in greater detail, producing a ranked list. We give a description of each of these steps in this section; complete details of our English entity linking approach, including descriptions of all of the features used and performance on the TAC-KBP datasets can be found in (McNamee, 2010).
Candidate Identification
As a KB may contain a large number of entries, we prefer to avoid brute force comparisons between the query and all KB entities. To identify the entries that might reasonably correspond to the input named entity, we rely on a set of fast name matching techniques. We have found that it is possible to achieve high recall without resorting to contextual features. We create indexes for the names in the KB to support fast lookup of potential matches. The specific techniques that we use include:
• Exact match of query and candidate names
• Known alias or nickname lookup
• Number of character 4-grams in common between query and candidate
• Sum of IDF-weighted words in common between query and candidate 3
In tests on the TAC-KBP 2009 test collection, this approach achieved 97.1% recall. For only 2.9% of the queries, the proper KB referent for the query was not one of the candidates. These cases were particularly challenging because they involved ambiguous organization names or obscure personal nicknames. Our methods are similar to methods used in the database community, sometimes known as blocking (Whang et al., 2009) To perform cross-language candidate identification, we transliterate 4 the query name to English, then apply our monolingual English heuristics. We used the multilingual transliteration system and training data developed by Irvine et al. (2010) in their experiments in orthographic transliteration. The number of training name/transliteration pairs varied by language and is given in Table 1. The source for most of this training data is Wikipedia, which contains links between article pages in multiple languages.
Candidate Ranking
The second phase in our approach is to score each viable candidate using supervised machine learning, and to select the highest scoring one as output. Each entity linking query is represented by a feature vector x, where x ∈ R k , and each candidate y is a member of Y, the set of entities in the knowledge base. Individual feature functions, f i (x, y), are based on intrinsic properties of the query x, intrinsic properties of a specific KB candidate y, and most commonly, on comparisons between the query and candidate. For each query our goal is to select a single KB entity y or choose NIL if the mentioned entity is not represented in the KB.
Thus, we desire that the correct knowledge base entity y for a query x receives a higher score than any other knowledge base entities y ∈ Y, y = y . We chose a soft maximum margin approach to learning and used the ranking Support Vector Machine approach described by Joachims (2002) and implemented in the SVM rank tool. We selected a linear kernel for training speed, and set the slack parameter C to be 0.01 times the number of training examples.
In our system absence from the knowledge base is treated as a distinct ranked candidate, the socalled NIL candidate. NIL prediction is integrated into the process by including features that are indicative of no other candidate being correct. Considering absence as a ranked candidate eliminates the need to select a threshold below which NIL will be returned.
The classes of feature functions we use include:
• Name matching features between the query name (Q name ) and KB candidate (KB name )
• Text comparisons between the query document (Q doc ) and the text associated with the KB candidate
• Relation features, chiefly evidence from relations in the KB being evidenced in the Q doc
• Co-occurring entities, detected by running named entity recognition (NER) on the Q doc and finding matching names in the candidate's KB entry
• Features pertaining to the entity type of the KB candidate
• Indications that no candidate is correct and that NIL is therefore the appropriate response
Name matching
A variety of string similarity features are incorporated to account for misspellings, name variants, or partially specified names when trying to match the query name and KB entry. Christen (2006) discusses a variety of name matching features, several of which we adopt. One of the most useful is the Dice score over sets of character bigrams.
Cross-language name equivalence
In all of our cross-language experiments we added name matching features designed to directly calculate the likelihood that a given non-English name is equivalent to a given English name. The model is based on projections of character n-grams across languages (McNamee, 2008) .
Contextual Similarity
We measure monolingual document similarity between Q doc and the KB text (KB doc ) in two ways: using cosine similarity with TF/IDF weighting; and using the Dice coefficient over bags of words. IDF values are approximated using counts from the Google 5-gram dataset following the method of Klein and Nelson (2008) . We also used features such as whether the query string occurs in the KB doc and the KB name occurs in the Q doc .
To match contexts when the query document and KB are in different languages we treat crosslanguage context linking as a CLIR problem in which the query is created from the words in the vicinity of mentions of the query name. We adopt Probabilistic Structured Queries (PSQ) (Darwish and Oard, 2003) , the key idea of which is to treat alternate translations of a query term as synonyms and to weight the contributions of each "synonym" using a statistical translation model. We index the Wikipedia articles in our test collection using a publicly available IR tool (Indri), learn isolated word translation probabilities from a parallel text using the Berkeley aligner 5 and Joshua, 6 and implement PSQ using Indri's #wsyn operator. Based on initial tests on training data, we use a contextual window size of ± 40 terms to the left and right of the query name mention as the source language query. In Roman alphabet languages, untranslated terms are retained in a character-normalized form.
Relation Features
As can be seen in Figure 2 , the KB contains a set of attributes and relations associated with each entity (e.g., age, employer, spouses, etc.). While one could run a relation extractor over the query document and look for relational equivalences, or contradictions, we chose a more straightforward approach: we simply treat the words from all facts as a surrogate "document" and calculate document similarity with the query document.
Named Entity Features
We applied the named entity tagger by Ratinov and Roth (2009) to query documents and created features from the tagger output, including: the percentage of NEs present in KB doc ; the percentage of words from all NEs that are present in KB doc ; and, the number of co-occurring NEs from Q doc that are present in KB doc . Except for an experiment described in Section 6.1, these features are only used in our monolingual English runs.
Entity Type Features
In English experiments the type of the query entity is determined from the NER output for the query document. Since the reference knowledge base provides a class (e.g., scientist) and a type (e.g., PER) for most entities, we can check whether the type of the KB entity is consistent with the query. 5 http://code.google.com/p/berkeleyaligner/ 6 http://sourceforge.net/projects/joshua/ This helps discourage selection of eponymous entries named after famous people (e.g., the USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN-72), a nuclear-powered aircraft carrier named after the 16th US president).
NIL Features
Some features can indicate whether it is likely or unlikely that there is a matching KB entry for a query. For example, if many candidates have strong name matches, it is reasonable to believe that one of them is correct. Conversely, if no candiate has high textual similarity with the query, or overlap between KB facts and the query document text, it becomes more plausible to believe that the entity is missing from the KB.
Building a Test Collection for Entity
Linking in Twenty-One Languages Figure 2 . We use the TAC KB in all of our experiments. Since the TAC-KBP queries and documents are only available in English, these data are not directly usable for cross-language entity linking. One approach would be to manually translate the TAC documents and queries into each desired language. This would be prohibitively expensive. Instead, we use parallel document collections and crowdsourcing to generate ground truth in other languages. A fundamental insight on which our work is based is that if we build an entity linking test collection using the English half of a parallel text collection, we can make use of readily available annotators and tools developed specifically for English, then project the English results onto the other language. Thus, we apply English NER to find person names in text (Ratinov and Roth, 2009) (Haghighi et al., 2009) to map from English name mentions to the corresponding names in the non-English documents.
The six parallel collections we used came from the LDC and online sources. Together, these collections contain 196,717 non-English documents in five different scripts and twenty-one different languages. The final size of the query sets by language is shown in Table 2 . We partitioned these queries and their associated documents into three sets per language: 60% for training, 20% for development, and 20% for test. In other work we give additional details about the creation of our test collection (Mayfield et al., 2011) .
Experimental Results

English Baselines
Since all of our documents are from parallel corpora, every query is available in English and at least one other language. To serve as a point of comparison, we ran our monolingual entity linking system using the English version of the queries. We also determined performance of a baseline that predicts a kbid if its entity's name is a unique, exact match for the English query string, and NIL otherwise.
To compare approaches we calculate the percentage of time that the top-ranked prediction from a system is correct, which we call Precisionat-rank-one (P@1). 7 For the exact match baseline (Exact), the mean P@1 accuracy across all query sets is 0.897; on the TAC-KBP 2010 person queries, this baseline achieves a score of 0.832, which is lower most likely because of the intentional efforts at TAC to artificially increase query name ambiguity. Results for both English baselines are included in Table 3 . Table 3 also reports cross-language experiments in twenty languages where cross-language name matching is used to project the non-English query name into English (NameMatch), but the document remains untranslated. If the correct transliteration is known from our transliteration training data, we perform table lookup; otherwise the 1-best transliteration produced by our model is used.
Cross-Language Name Matching
Name matching alone produces serviceable performance. Averaged over all languages, performance on all queries is 93% of the monolingual English baseline. Losses tend to be small in the languages that use a Latin alphabet.
To investigate how errors in automated transliteration affect the system, we also conducted an experiment where the human-produced translations of the entity name were obtained from the English side of the parallel data. In Table 4 we report how this condition (PerfectTrans) performs relative to the monolingual baseline. Perfect name translation reduces the error rate dramatically, and performance of 99.2% of monolingual is obtained.
Name Matching and Context Matching
Table 3 also reports the use of both name matching and context matching using CLIR (+Context). Over all queries, performance rises from 92.9% to 93.9% of the English baseline. Bigger gains are evident on non-NIL queries. In fact, the panlanguage average hides the fact that much larger gains are observed for non-NILs in Arabic, Czech, Macedonian, Serbian, and Turkish. We checked whether these gains are significant compared to NameMatch using the sign test; values indicating significant gains (p < 0.05) are emboldened.
Learning Rate
Our approach depends on having a quantity of labelled data on which to train a classifier. To investigate the effect that the number of training ex- emplars has on classifier accuracy we built classifiers using fixed numbers of training queries. Figure 3 shows these results for selected languages. Each curve was produced by generating a random permutation of the training data, selecting the first k queries, and averaging the results over five trials. Note that the total amount of available training data differs by language. In all cases, accuracy rises quickly for the first 500 queries, and little improvement is observed after 1000 examples. Figure 4: Training with annotations from another language using the same writing system. A label of xx/yy indicates that feature weights were trained using labelled data from language xx and then applied to queries on language yy.
6 Additional Experiments
Multilingual NER and Transliteration
We believe that the entities in a document that cooccur with a target entity are important clues for disambiguating entities. However, while we had ready access to named entity recognizers in English, we did not have NER capability in all of the languages of our collection. We would like to know how useful multilingual NER could be.
To simulate this using our test collection, where all documents are from parallel texts with an English translation, we conducted an experiment that used the English documents only to recognize English named entities that co-occur with the query string; in every other respect, the untranslated foreign document was used by the system. The English NER may make errors, but we use it to simulate the performance of excellent non-English NER coupled with perfect entity translation. Table 4 shows that co-occurring entities are a very helpful feature. Compared to name matching alone, average P@1 rises from 89.9% to 92.7%.
Cross-Language Training
Although we have demonstrated an efficient method for building a test collection for crosslanguage entity linking, it may still be difficult to obtain training data and tools for some less-resourced languages. Our process and feature set is largely language-independent, and we would like to know how feasible it is to make predictions without any language-specific training data by exploiting entity linking annotations from a related language. We examined pairs of languages using the same script -Arabic/Urdu, Bulgarian/Macedonian, and Romanian/Turkishand trained classifiers using labeled data for the other language. Figure 4 shows that performance is not dramatically different when using annotations from a language sharing a common alphabet. This suggests that it is plausible to build a crosslanguage entity linking system without manuallyproduced annotations for a particular language.
Conclusions
In this paper we introduced a new problem, crosslanguage entity linking, and we described an approach to this problem that uses statistical transliteration and cross-language information retrieval. Using a newly-developed test collection for this task, 9 we demonstrated the success of the approach in twenty languages. Our best model using both name and context matching achieves average performance across twenty languages which is 94% of a strong monolingual English baseline, with individual languages ranging from 86% to 99%. Additionally, we characterized the number of training exemplars needed, demonstrated the feasibility of off-language training, and illustrated performance gains that are possible if combined multilingual NER/transliteration is available.
